Teacher Strategy to Prevent Bullying for Special-Need Student in Inclusive School at Australian Independent School in Academic Year 2020
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Abstract
Special-need students are close to bullying even in school. Teachers dealing with special-need students must have strategies to prevent bullying. This study aimed at analyzing of teachers’ strategies to prevent bullying for special-need student in inclusive school at Australian Independent School (AIS) in the academic year 2020. This study was a qualitative study in the form of phenomenom on teacher’s strategies to prevent bullying. The data were collected through observation, recording, document, analyzing, and interview. The data were analyzed using triangulation methodological. The findings showed that the teacher empower the student with the knowledge about bullying and the effect of bullying through several method namely classroom method, moral engagement, promoting Up-stander and By-Stander program, rewarding and training staff. It can be concluded that the teacher of Australian Independent School has successfully implemented anti-bullying program.
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anxiety, bipolar; sensory-impaired such as blindness, deaf or limited hearing, visual impaired). Special need people are very often to get discrimination on their everyday life. The discrimination is like as underestimating, stupidity, and bullying.

According to Olwus and Limber (2010), bullying is a specific form of aggressive behavior and can be described as a situation when a student is exposed repeatedly and over time, to negative actions on the part of one or more students. In inclusive school the issue of bullying is mostly appearing even through direct or indirect. Desiningrum (2016) states that a special-need child is a child that has disabilities those intersect with the normal and a normal which does not appear during developmental phase. Special-need students are a child that has some disabilities in physical, emotional, intellectual, and socialization and have the right to earn an education with a modified curriculum based on their individual characteristics and needs to optimize potential. Padmadewi and Artini (2017) state that inclusion school is a school that includes students with different conditions, backgrounds and abilities in the same classroom and brings an atmosphere that will reserve every individual feeling with respect, acceptance and the sense of belonging. Inclusion schools are one’s of the form of equality and has been design to decrease discrimination for special need student to earn an equal education.

Australian Independent School (AIS) is one of the international schools in Bali that has an inclusive class for special-need students. It is urgent to prevent bullying that always happens and become an issue to special-need students. Besides, other schools have a lack of information to prevent bullying. Thus, this research is necessary to provide information to deal with or even prevent bullying. It was focused on analyzing the teacher strategies to prevent bullying in class and all school communities in AIS Bali.

Bullying is a form of obvious and aggressive behavior to those teased, assaulted (verbal or physically) that intend to avoid and rejected from their peers (Beane, 2009). These days, in our own society has developed the habit that educated students get angrily, talking in rude, cursing and snapped to other students with the word that actually treating or even impolite their own teacher. Nicknamed is often given to discriminate and humiliate a special need and make them different among the others. These nicknames are given to show the weakness of the disabilities and this name is usually given by the person that is near or relative. Bullying anticipation not only by parents, school and neighborhood supervision thus also needs to appear inside of special-need students itself. The research result indicated that bullying to autism students still happened. The forms of bullying which were often experienced by autism students were bullying physical and verbal. The bullying performer to autism students was the regular student who a friend of the autism student. The teachers in inclusion elementary school had perceptual bullying to autism children as behavior disturbing and making the autism students uncomfortable. The prevention experienced by the school was the lack of educators for autism students causing the bullying.

The prevention experienced by the school was the lack of educators for autism students causing the bullying. Bullying could be solved by giving comprehension to regular students that
bullying was bad behavior, approaching to autism students, and often involving the autism students in the school activity. The result of this study is expected to provide positive contribution to theoretical insight in strategies to prevent bullying for special need students. The result of this study is expected to be useful for teachers as beneficial information about the teacher strategy in preventing bullying for special-need students in inclusive school. The aim of this study is to found out student responded towards strategies preventing bullying for special-need students in inclusive school at Australian Independent School in the academic year of 2020.

2. METHODOLOGY

The subjects of this study were the teachers of special-need students inside their classes of Australian Independent School in the academic year 2020. They can represent the strategies to prevent bullying to special-need students of teachers of AIS. The teacher with a special-need student inside their class will have discussion with the psychiatrist, speaking expert and counselor that the school has in every semester. The expert will observe the special-need student to find out their development and make a dialogue with the student of their feelings. Thus, the teachers perform a technique to prevent bullying to provide a safe classroom for special-need students.

The design of this study was a qualitative study in the form of phenomenology. According to Putra (2012), that phenomenology research is a fundamental criticism to the oldest philosophy and has the quality of radical, on the other way to phenomenology to say critics of radicalism and empires’. This study analyzed the teacher strategies in preventing bullying for special-need students in inclusive schools at Australian Independent School in the academic year 2020.

This study was conducted at Australian Independent School in the academic year 2020. The research was conducted in three classes; foundation, year 3 and year 10. The selection of AIS as the setting of study will determine because AIS is the one of an inclusive school that combines between mainstream students and special-need students in Denpasar and the writer has been given access to conduct the research in these several classes. Data of this study are collected by through interview and observation using several instruments, namely the interview guide and field note. The data collected were analyzed qualitatively using Miles and Huberman (1994) theory of data analysis which consisted of data collection, data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification.

3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This study intended to discuss the teacher’s strategy to prevent bullying of special-need students in inclusive school at Australian Independent School in the academic year of 2020. The section reports the finding of teacher strategies to prevent bullying, namely classroom management.

a. Classroom Management

A Classroom is a place that can be access by teacher and student to do the learning and teaching process. To manage this all in well-organized the teacher must have knowledge about classroom management. Before bringing the education into the classroom, some teachers need
to manage their classroom to become the environment that is interesting, attractive, secure and safe every student to be ready to receive the knowledge transfer from their teacher. There are several efforts from a teacher to create and maintain and become an effective classroom, which are (1) understand the factors that can support the learning and teaching process, (2) understand the problem that can be predicted and might be grow and break the teaching and learning process, and (3) understand as many as approach method in classroom management and choose the right method or problem solving.

Based on the observation, to create a safe atmosphere inside the classroom, the teacher has adopted several methods and apply it in their combined class. The first method was control approach method. This method is as the process or controlling student behavior. The role of teacher is to create and maintain disciplinary situation in classroom. Based on the observation inside the classroom, the researcher found that the teacher has adopted the classroom management authoritative style during their activity. The purpose of classroom management is to maintain student behavior and increasing the student academic engagement. Classroom management also could decrease negative behaviors and increases time spent academically engaged. The student can do a class discussion and give their positive feedback of their own opinion of a subject. Based on the interview with the teacher, to create a safe atmosphere the teacher has placed some regulation in front of the classroom on the wall. The special-need student also introduced with the class rules to maintain their emotional behavior. These processes were thought rapidly by the learning support of the special-need teacher through several activities that ease understands by them.

The second method that the teacher has been adopted is freedom of management approach. This method is interpreted in a process to help student feel free to do something anytime anywhere. The special need students are given a special corner in the class or them to maintain their emotional moods and can absorb the material freely. Teacher are also need to develop good student behavior in preventing the first stage of bullying, they have departed the point of behavioral psychology. Based on interviewed the teacher, to prevent and remain students about the effect of bullying among the students the teacher also places some posters inside the classroom, the posters have been designed in color that could attract students to take a look and easy to be understood.

The third method that the teacher adopted is social emotional approach. This approach will be achieved maximally in good interpersonal relation develop in the classroom. Therefore, the teacher should develop a good classroom climate through maintain positive relation between mainstream students and special need student by understanding attitude and nurturing or protective attitude. Building the student characters are also the goals of a teacher in organizing their classroom. Australian curriculum has also recommended every teacher to insert the values of Australian Schooling during teaching and learning activity. The teacher all would have circle time discussion, which brings students, teacher and school professionals to address the issue of bullying and explore the effect of bulling when problems arise. Teachers have placed the emphasized content in the classroom that could be seen as an important component
within the framework to develop social and emotional competencies.

b. Learning Resources

As an international school, Australian Independent Schools are implemented Australian Curriculum from ACARA. This curriculum is designed to help all young Australian and the world to become successful learners, confident and creative individuals and active and informed citizens. According to Usman and Dangara (2016) stated that a good education could not be effective without putting in place certain mechanisms and requires a provision of resources. The character education reflected on their vision which is to make their graduates to become confident, capable and socially aware in global citizen. Since bullying is the most important issue, the teacher prepared the planning based on a lesson plan to conduct the teaching and learning process to prevent bullying inside the school. implementation of learning and can increase students' motivation to learn so that later it will affect student learning outcomes (Priantini, 2019).

The special-need student also has their own lesson planning that prepared by the learning support teacher and class teacher based on their needs. This lesson plans are called Individualized Education Plan (IEP). The IEP preparation is also conducted with leader of learning support teacher. The learning support teacher has conducted meeting with the parents, class teachers also head of school about the student behavior, the level of learning that the student will be improved. In this research, the researcher analyzed the teacher lesson plan for the subject of “Health and Physical Education” in term 2 on year 4 classrooms, a term is divided into 10 weeks. Health and Physical education are one of the lesson subjects taught to the student to develop knowledge, understanding and skills to support them to be resilient, to develop a strong sense of self, to develop health literacy competencies in order to enhance their own and others’ health and wellbeing. The subject lesson also includes the character education including the value of human beings starting in their family, to their friends and bigger society and also different cultures that the student will be part of. The diversity and bullying sub-subject are to be taught in week 3 until week 6 of the school calendar. In the design of this lesson plan the teacher used the health book as the guidance as well as ACARA as the syllabus.
c. Moral Engagement

AIS are committed to providing a supportive learning environment that could develop their students’ confidence and articulate skills, knowledge, values and attitudes to shape their contribution to the international community. It could be reflected with the value that school includes in every learning activity. The value that is the school concern is moral engagement.

Moral is a norm that has been applied to every individual interaction and thoughtful care of each other. There is a connection between an individual’s moral self-view, behavior and behavior positively in a social setting and display...
of sense. Susila (2020) states to develop positive student behavior and eliminate negative student behavior, a teacher need to gives an effective domain assessment and reflected to the student by involves their feeling and shape of behavior in certain period. In AIS, the moral that has concern most is respect. A student who morally engaged may be bothered by mistreatment of the others and find it harder to ignore. Morally engaged individual for school including student, teachers, counselors, parents can influence other through their positive social behavior. Based on the observation, every student from the first step in this school has been emphasizing respect for each other, respect for their teacher, respect for the head of school and respect for their parents and the other families. Their concern of morals may lead them to take action and address the bullying. According to the interview with the Head of school the student in AIS has been understanding that everyone has a different style of learning and could accept the diversity and they have been known that a student is different and can accept the condition.

As an inclusive school, AIS has developed a curriculum to support special-need students with a modified curriculum based on ability specification. The special-need student also will be accompanied with a shadow teacher in their daily activity. In some subjects the special-need student will join in the classroom with the other mainstream as well as in health lessons. Teaching special-need by some teacher will use the method of sample as well as the behavior lesson. The special need will show the expected and unexpected behavior that they need to be understood about behavioral.

Special students are also being explained about the bullying and given the sample of bullying. The teacher will play a video about bullying explanations, victims and how to handle the bullying. During the class activity, the teacher also applied of an anti-bullying program for mainstream and special-need students and gathered them in a lesson. If there is a student that has said or done something the teacher will separate them in

Figure 2. Expected and Unexpected Behavior for Special-need Student
sequence. The act could be indicated as the first stage of bullying.

According to Kamaruddin (2012) stated that character is an important part of education performance and school as the institution which is inserting the positive impact to the student in social activities in develop care and respect to the others. The school’s role in building student character will be reflected in their everyday behavior. In Australian education the character education is included on the health subject and will introduce the student about wholeness and wellbeing.

d. Promoting Up-stander Behavior

An up-stander is someone who takes action against bullying behavior. They will help to stop bullying rom happening or support the person who is being bullied. To influence the student and become an up-stander, the teacher has been shown a video about the up-stander program. By stander is a person that does not anything when they see bullying in their eyes. Upstander is a person that reports to someone they trust and helps the victims from bullying. The goals of this lesson are the student will be upstander and speak up on what they are see when bullying happens.

The aim is to promote up-stander behavior by teaching students the skills that will enable them to shift from being passive bystanders to active defenders of bullying situations. The programs should raise the student’s awareness and support the person being bullied such as to feel supported and accepted. The teacher and school hoping this program focuses on peer responses to bullying by encouraging students to intervene on students being bullied. According to Barnett, Fisher, O’Connell, and Franco (2019) stated that it is important to empower the student to take action, stop bullying and encourage the bullied students by gather them with the other student to make them feel safe and welcome. The best way to prevent bullying is to become an upstander to bullied, when an up-stander sees or hears about someone being bullied, they will speak up and stand for the right do their best to support and protect someone who being hurt.

e. Rewarding

Assess the student comprehension in character education specially bullying behavior, beside from the health subject as the compulsory lesson the teacher also assess from the student behavior in everyday attitude in up-stander program. According to Arifin in (Natalia, Salim, & Rasyid, 2014) explained that there are two technique in giving reward by the teacher which is verbal and non-verbal, (1) verbal technique are the reward that giving to the student in the form of encouragement, encouraging that praise the student motivation, (2) nonverbal technique are the reward that could be form in proximity, contact, fun activity and symbols such as certificate and some praises. Students that could show a good attitude will earn some point and every point result will show every morning during circle time. Every month the student will deserve to earn a reward is the form of a certificate which is handed out at the assembly witnessed by their parents.
f. Training or Staff

In order to be effective, the anti-bullying program needs to be extended to whole school support. Whole schools need collaboratively developed structures to support safety and wellbeing. To support the more information about bullying, schools have organized training to the academic staff that everyday deals with the students. According to Mu’izz (2017) stated that a teacher need to continue to improve their competence, renew their mindset and some strategy in develop proper learning programs. Based on the interview with the Head of School, a few years ago they have invited a team from Sue Larkey that have been an expert in handling autism, and it was good training for the staff and improved our information about bullying for special-need students. Most of the staff has been familiar with the characteristics and learning stuff to dealing with special-need students. Clearly communicated procedures for staff to follow when responding to incidents or situations of child violence or bullying. Some training needs to be held to increase the knowledge about bullying sign.

4. CONCLUSION

Bullying has been a major concern for the school especially for inclusive school. The teacher has developed a few strategies to prevent bullying happened on the classroom. The teacher has used classroom management by placed some posters of anti-bullying to remain the students about the effect of bullying meanwhile the teacher gathered the mainstream students with the special-need student. The teacher also has involved the moral engagement to raise the character of every student including special-need student. The teacher chooses a promptly and effective learning resources and the student will express their opinion in the form of work sheet.

The teacher has developed modified curriculum by including character education which is the basic behavior for special-need student. To fight back the bullied and support the victims, the teacher also mentions about up-stander behavior to the entire students during the activity. In every behavior that the students shown, the teacher will praise the student and take note on their points. By the end the teacher will award the student with certificate and hand out in the assembly. To improve the teacher knowledge about bullying, the
school also has been holding a trainee by collaborate with other educational institutions.
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